


KJV Bible Word Studies for EVIDENT



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

evident 1212 # delos {day'-los}; of uncertain derivation; clear: -- + bewray, certain, {evident}, manifest. 

evident 1732 # endeixis {en'-dike-sis}; from 1731; indication (abstractly): -- declare, {evident} token, proof. 

evident 2612 # katadelos {kat-ad'-ay-los}; from 2596 intensive and 1212; manifest: -- far more {evident}. 

evident 4271 # prodelos {prod'-ay-los}; from 4253 and 1212; plain before all men, i.e. obvious: -- {evident}, 
manifest (open) beforehand. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

evident 06703 ## tsach {tsakh} ; from 06705 ; dazzling , i . e . sunny , bright , (figuratively) {evident} : -- 
clear , dry , plainly , white . 

evident 1212 - delos {day'-los}; of uncertain derivation; clear: -- + bewray, certain, {evident}, manifest. 

evident 1552 - ekdelos {ek'-day-los}; from 1537 and 1212; wholly {evident}: -- manifest. 

evident 1732 - endeixis {en'-dike-sis}; from 1731; indication (abstractly): -- declare, {evident} token, proof. 

evident 2612 - katadelos {kat-ad'-ay-los}; from 2596 intensive and 1212; manifest: -- far more {evident}. 

evident 4271 - prodelos {prod'-ay-los}; from 4253 and 1212; plain before all men, i.e. obvious: -- {evident}, 
manifest (open) beforehand. 

evidential 3142 - marturion {mar-too'-ree-on}; neuter of a presumed derivative of 3144; something 
{evidential}, i.e. (genitive case) evidence given or (specifically) the Decalogue (in the sacred Tabernacle): -- 
to be testified, testimony, witness. 

evidently 02185 ## zonowth {zo-noth'} ; regarded by some as if from 02109 or an unused root , and applied 
to military equipments ; but {evidently} the feminine plural active participle of 02181 ; harlots : -- armour . 

evidently 4270 - prographo {prog-raf'-o}; from 4253 and 1125; to write previously; figuratively, to 
announce, prescribe: -- before ordain, {evidently} set forth, write (afore, aforetime). 

evidently 5320 - phaneros {fan-er-oce'}; adverb from 5318; plainly, i.e. clearly or publicly: -- {evidently}, 
openly. 

self-evident 1349 - dike {dee'-kay}; probably from 1166; right (as {self-evident}), i.e. justice (the principle, a 
decision, or its execution): -- judgment, punish, vengeance. 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the definitions.

0082 + appear + an uncertain +/ . adelos {ad'-ay-los}; from 0001 + Alpha (as a negative particle) and 1212 + bewrayeth + it is evident + and it is certain + him it is manifest +/ ; hidden, figuratively, indistinct: --appear not, 
uncertain . 

1138 + David + in David + to David + of David + as David + And David + For David + and David + is David s + doth David + and from David + up unto them David + unto him The Son of David + which was the son of 
David +/ . Dabid {dab-eed'}; of Hebrew origin [ 1732 + token + the proof + to declare + To declare + is to them an evident +/ ]; Dabid (i .e . David), the Israelite king: --David . 

1212 + bewrayeth + it is evident + and it is certain + him it is manifest +/ . delos {day'-los}; of uncertain derivation; clear: --+ bewray, certain, evident, manifest . 

1213 + declared + signifying + hath shewed + shall declare + more signifieth + was in them did signify + For it hath been declared +/ . deloo {day-lo'-o}; from 1212 + bewrayeth + it is evident + and it is certain + him it is 
manifest +/ ; to make plain (by words): --declare, shew, signify . 

1552 + shall be manifest +/ . ekdelos {ek'-day-los}; from 1537 + at + on + off + over + among + Since + you on + through + thou on + betwixt + because + and over + by reason + hand and on + hand and on + for he is on + 
unto them on + ye out among + not unto you at + shall there be among +/ and 1212 + bewrayeth + it is evident + and it is certain + him it is manifest +/ ; wholly evident: --manifest . 

1732 + token + the proof + to declare + To declare + is to them an evident +/ . endeixis {en'-dike-sis}; from 1731 + did + shew + forth + shewing + to shew + might shew + but shewing + he might shew + ye have shewed + 
one of you do shew + thee up that I might shew +/ ; indication (abstractly): --declare, evident token, proof . 

2612 + evident +/ . katadelos {kat-ad'-ay-los}; from 2596 + after 2596- after 2596- at + on + At + yet + own + into + over + after + where + every + about + after + it on + cause + And at + before + toward + matter + Against
+ covered + through + against + in every + me after + my state + touching + us after + is after + But after + According + men after + not after + it be yet + of but on + according + and every + but after + in respect + 
Concerning + ye against + my affairs + that after + throughout + concerning + upon you on + not against + place every + and against + being alone + him against + as touching + that through + unto them at + things after +
laid against + is according + it not after + we according + not ye after + and in every + particularly + it according + him according + you according + as concerning + and not after + not according + As concerning + for 
him after + man according + Not according + day according + but according + violently down + itself against + when he was at + can be against + for that after + of him through + things against + thing according + which 
are among + be done through + by you according + things according + somewhat against + that was against + unto me according + but not according + which is according + shall be according + of me is not after + with 
them according + to him out of every + one of you according + unto thee that after + sakes but as touching + be it unto me according + For they that are after + him that was born after + any thing to the charge + but they 
that are after + let us prophesy according + For he that is not against + in you and ye in him according + He that is not with me is against + him not for he that is not against +/ intensive and 1212 + bewrayeth + it is evident
+ and it is certain + him it is manifest +/ ; manifest: --far more evident . 

4271 + are open + beforehand + For it is evident + of some are manifest +/ . prodelos {prod'-ay-los}; from 4253 + ago + ever + above + before + us before + And above + of before + But above + me before + you before + was
before + But before + For before + were before + which before + him and we or + him for before + unto him Before + with you before + And he is before + us in him before + with thee before + that were before +/ and 1212 
+ bewrayeth + it is evident + and it is certain + him it is manifest +/ ; plain before all men, i .e . obvious: --evident, manifest (open) beforehand . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.

5 - evident 

2 - evidently 



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

evident 1212 ** delos ** + bewray, certain, {evident}, manifest.

evident 1732 ** endeixis ** declare, {evident} token, proof.

evident 2612 ** katadelos ** far more {evident}.

evident 4271 ** prodelos ** {evident}, manifest (open) beforehand.

evidently 4270 ** prographo ** before ordain, {evidently} set forth, write (afore,aforetime).

evidently 5320 ** phaneros ** {evidently}, openly.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.

evident 1212 delos * {evident} , {1212 delos } , 1732 endeixis , 2612 katadelos , 4271 prodelos ,

evident 1732 endeixis * {evident} , 1212 delos , {1732 endeixis } , 2612 katadelos , 4271 prodelos ,

evident 2612 katadelos * {evident} , 1212 delos , 1732 endeixis , {2612 katadelos } , 4271 prodelos ,

evident 4271 prodelos * {evident} , 1212 delos , 1732 endeixis , 2612 katadelos , {4271 prodelos } ,

evidently 4270 prographo * {evidently} , {4270 prographo } , 5320 phaneros ,

evidently 5320 phaneros * {evidently} , 4270 prographo , {5320 phaneros } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

* evident , 1212 , 1732 , 2612 , 4271 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

evident - 1212 bewrayeth, certain, {evident}, manifest,

evident - 1732 declare, {evident}, proof, token,

evident - 2612 {evident},

evident - 4271 beforehand, {evident}, manifest, open,

evidently - 4270 afore, before, {evidently}, forth, ordained, set, wrote,

evidently - 5320 {evidently}, openly,
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evident , JOB_06_28,

evident , GAL_03_11,

evident , PHP_01_28,
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evidently , ACT_10_03 ,
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

evident Gal_03_11 # But that no man is justified by the law in the sight of God, [it is] evident: for, The just 
shall live by faith.

evident Heb_07_14 # For [it is] evident that our Lord sprang out of Juda; of which tribe Moses spake 
nothing concerning priesthood.

evident Heb_07_15 # And it is yet far more evident: for that after the similitude of Melchisedec there 
ariseth another priest,

evident Job_06_28 # Now therefore be content, look upon me; for [it is] evident unto you if I lie.

evident Php_01_28 # And in nothing terrified by your adversaries: which is to them an evident token of 
perdition, but to you of salvation, and that of God.

evidently Act_10_03 # He saw in a vision evidently about the ninth hour of the day an angel of God coming 
in to him, and saying unto him, Cornelius.

evidently Gal_03_01 # O foolish Galatians, who hath bewitched you, that ye should not obey the truth, 
before whose eyes Jesus Christ hath been evidently set forth, crucified among you?



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

evident for that Heb_07_15 # And it is yet far more evident: for that after the similitude of Melchisedec 
there ariseth another priest,

evident for The Gal_03_11 # But that no man is justified by the law in the sight of God, [it is] evident: for, 
The just shall live by faith.

evident that our Heb_07_14 # For [it is] evident that our Lord sprang out of Juda; of which tribe Moses 
spake nothing concerning priesthood.

evident token of Php_01_28 # And in nothing terrified by your adversaries: which is to them an evident 
token of perdition, but to you of salvation, and that of God.

evident unto you Job_06_28 # Now therefore be content, look upon me; for [it is] evident unto you if I lie.

evidently about the Act_10_03 # He saw in a vision evidently about the ninth hour of the day an angel of 
God coming in to him, and saying unto him, Cornelius.

evidently set forth Gal_03_01 # O foolish Galatians, who hath bewitched you, that ye should not obey the 
truth, before whose eyes Jesus Christ hath been evidently set forth, crucified among you?



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies

evident unto you if Job_06_28 





Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

evident ^ Heb_07_15 / evident /^for that after the similitude of Melchisedec there ariseth another priest, 

evident ^ Gal_03_11 / evident /^for, The just shall live by faith. 

evident ^ Heb_07_14 / evident /^that our Lord sprang out of Juda; of which tribe Moses spake nothing 
concerning priesthood. 

evident ^ Php_01_28 / evident /^token of perdition, but to you of salvation, and that of God. 

evident ^ Job_06_28 / evident /^unto you if I lie. 

evidently ^ Act_10_03 / evidently /^about the ninth hour of the day an angel of God coming in to him, and 
saying unto him, Cornelius. 

evidently ^ Gal_03_01 / evidently /^set forth, crucified among you? 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

evident ......... evident 2612 -katadelos-> 

evident ......... For it is evident 4271 -prodelos-> 

evident ......... is to them an evident 1732 -endeixis-> 

evident ......... it is evident 1212 -delos-> 

evidently ......... evidently 5320 -phaneros-> 

evidently ......... hath been evidently 4270 -prographo-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

evident Gal_03_11 But that no man is justified by the law in the sight of God, [it is] {evident}: for, The just 
shall live by faith. 

evident Heb_07_14 For [it is] {evident} that our Lord sprang out of Juda; of which tribe Moses spake 
nothing concerning priesthood. 

evident Heb_07_15 And it is yet far more {evident}: for that after the similitude of Melchisedec there 
ariseth another priest, 

evident Job_06_28 Now therefore be content, look upon me; for [it is] {evident} unto you if I lie. 

evident Php_01_28 And in nothing terrified by your adversaries: which is to them an {evident} token of 
perdition, but to you of salvation, and that of God. 

evidently Act_10_03 He saw in a vision {evidently} about the ninth hour of the day an angel of God coming 
in to him, and saying unto him, Cornelius. 

evidently Gal_03_01 O foolish Galatians, who hath bewitched you, that ye should not obey the truth, before 
whose eyes Jesus Christ hath been {evidently} set forth, crucified among you? 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

evident ^ Gal_03_11 But <1161> that <3754> no man <3762> is justified <1344> (5743) by <1722> the law 
<3551> in the sight <3844> of God <2316>, it is {evident} <1212>: for <3754>, The just <1342> shall live 
<2198> (5695) by <1537> faith <4102>. 

evident ^ Heb_07_14 For <1063> it is {evident} <4271> that <3754> our <2257> Lord <2962> sprang 
<0393> (5758) out of <1537> Juda <2455>; of <1519> which <3739> tribe <5443> Moses <3475> spake 
<2980> (5656) nothing <3762> concerning <4012> priesthood <2420>. 

evident ^ Heb_07_15 And <2532> it is <2076> (5748) yet <2089> far more <4054> {evident} <2612>: for 
<1487> that after <2596> the similitude <3665> of Melchisedec <3198> there ariseth <0450> (5731) another
<2087> priest <2409>, 

evident ^ Php_01_28 And <2532> in <1722> nothing <3367> <3361> terrified <4426> (5746) by <5259> 
your adversaries <0480> (5740): which <3748> is <2076> (5748) to them <0846> <3303> an {evident} token 
<1732> of perdition <0684>, but <1161> to you <5213> of salvation <4991>, and <2532> that <5124> of 
<0575> God <2316>. 

evidently ^ Gal_03_01 O <5599> foolish <0453> Galatians <1052>, who <5101> hath bewitched <0940> 
(5656) you <5209>, that ye should <3982> <0> not <3361> obey <3982> (5745) the truth <0225>, before 
<2596> whose <3739> eyes <3788> Jesus <2424> Christ <5547> hath been {evidently} set forth <4270> 
(5648), crucified <4717> (5772) among <1722> you <5213>? 

evidently ^ Act_10_03 He saw <1492> (5627) in <1722> a vision <3705> {evidently} <5320> about <5616> 
the ninth <1766> hour <5610> of the day <2250> an angel <0032> of God <2316> coming in <1525> (5631) 
to <4314> him <0846>, and <2532> saying <2036> (5631) unto him <0846>, Cornelius <2883>. 
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words
evident Gal_03_11 But that no (3762 -oudeis -) man (3762 -oudeis -) is justified (1344 -dikaioo -) by the law 
(3551 -nomos -) in the sight (3844 -para -) of God (2316 -theos -) , [ it is ] {evident} (1212 -delos -):for , The 
just (1342 -dikaios -) shall live (2198 -zao -) by faith (4102 -pistis -) . 

evident Heb_07_14 For [ it is ] {evident} (4271 -prodelos -) that our Lord (2962 -kurios -) sprang (0393 -
anatello -) out of Juda (2455 -Ioudas -) ; of which (3739 -hos -) tribe (5443 -phule -) Moses (3475 -Moseus -) 
spake (2980 -laleo -) nothing (3762 -oudeis -) concerning (4012 -peri -) priesthood (2420 -hierosune -) . 

evident Heb_07_15 And it is yet (2089 -eti -) far (4054 -perissoteron -) more (4055 -perissoteros -) {evident} 
(2612 -katadelos -):for that after (2596 -kata -) the similitude (3665 -homoiotes -) of Melchisedec (3198 -
Melchisedek -) there ariseth (0450 -anistemi -) another (2087 -heteros -) priest (2409 -hiereus -) , 

evident Job_06_28 Now (06258 +(attah ) therefore be content (02974 +ya)al ) , look (06437 +panah ) upon 
me ; for [ it is ] {evident} unto you if (00518 +)im ) I lie (03576 +kazab ) . 

evident Php_01_28 And in nothing (3367 -medeis -) terrified (4426 -pturo -) by your (3588 -ho -) adversaries
(0480 -antikeimai -):which (3748 -hostis -) is to them an {evident} (1732 -endeixis -) token (1732 -endeixis -) 
of perdition (0684 -apoleia -) , but to you of salvation (4991 -soteria -) , and that of God (2316 -theos -) . 

evidently Act_10_03 He saw (1492 -eido -) in a vision (3705 -horama -) {evidently} (5320 -phaneros -) about 
(5616 -hosei -) the ninth (1766 -ennatos -) hour (5610 -hora -) of the day (2250 -hemera -) an angel (0032 -
aggelos -) of God (2316 -theos -) coming (1525 -eiserchomai -) in to him , and saying (2036 -epo -) unto him , 
Cornelius (2883 -Kornelios -) . 

evidently Gal_03_01 . O foolish (0453 -anoetos -) Galatians (1052 -Galates -) , who (5101 -tis -) hath 
bewitched (0940 -baskaino -) you , that ye should not obey (3982 -peitho -) the truth (0225 -aletheia -) , 
before (2596 -kata -) whose (3739 -hos -) eyes (3788 -ophthalmos -) Jesus (2424 -Iesous -) Christ (5547 -
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Christos -) hath been {evidently} (4270 -prographo -) set (4270 -prographo -) forth (4270 -prographo -) , 
crucified (4717 -stauroo -) among (1722 -en -) you ? 
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evident , GA , 3:11 evident , HEB , 7:14 , HEB , 7:15 evident , JOB , 6:28 evident , PHP , 1:28 evidently , AC , 10:3 evidently , GA , 3:1 declare 1732 # endeixis {en'-dike-sis}; from 1731; indication (abstractly): -- {declare}, evident 
token, proof.[ql evident 2612 # katadelos {kat-ad'-ay-los}; from 2596 intensive and 1212; manifest: -- far more {evident}.[ql evident 1212 # delos {day'-los}; of uncertain derivation; clear: -- + bewray, certain, {evident}, manifest.[ql 
evident 1732 # endeixis {en'-dike-sis}; from 1731; indication (abstractly): -- declare, {evident} token, proof.[ql evident 4271 # prodelos {prod'-ay-los}; from 4253 and 1212; plain before all men, i.e. obvious: -- {evident}, manifest 
(open) beforehand.[ql proof 1732 # endeixis {en'-dike-sis}; from 1731; indication (abstractly): -- declare, evident token, {proof}.[ql token 1732 # endeixis {en'-dike-sis}; from 1731; indication (abstractly): -- declare, evident {token}, 
proof.[ql evident Interlinear Index Study evident JOB 006 028 Now <06258 + therefore be content <02974 +ya>al > , look <06437 +panah > upon me ; for [ it is ] {evident} unto you if <00518 +>im > I lie <03576 +kazab > . evident 
GAL 003 011 But that no <3762 -oudeis -> man <3762 - oudeis -> is justified <1344 -dikaioo -> by the law <3551 -nomos -> in the sight <3844 -para -> of God <2316 -theos -> , [ it is ] {evident} <1212 -delos -> : for , The just <1342
-dikaios -> shall live <2198 -zao -> by faith <4102 -pistis -> . evident PHP 001 028 And in nothing <3367 -medeis -> terrified <4426 -pturo -> by your <3588 -ho -> adversaries <0480 - antikeimai -> : which <3748 -hostis -> is to them
an {evident} <1732 -endeixis -> token <1732 -endeixis -> of perdition <0684 - apoleia -> , but to you of salvation <4991 -soteria -> , and that of God <2316 -theos -> . evident HEB 007 014 For [ it is ] {evident} <4271 -prodelos -> 
that our Lord <2962 -kurios -> sprang <0393 -anatello -> out of Juda <2455 -Ioudas -> ; of which <3739 -hos -> tribe <5443 - phule -> Moses <3475 -Moseus -> spake <2980 -laleo -> nothing <3762 -oudeis -> concerning <4012 -peri 
-> priesthood <2420 - hierosune -> . evident HEB 007 015 And it is yet <2089 -eti -> far <4054 - perissoteron -> more <4055 -perissoteros -> {evident} <2612 - katadelos -> : for that after <2596 -kata -> the similitude <3665 -
homoiotes -> of Melchisedec <3198 -Melchisedek -> there ariseth <0450 -anistemi -> another <2087 -heteros -> priest <2409 -hiereus -> , evidently ACT 010 003 He saw <1492 -eido -> in a vision <3705 - horama -> {evidently} 
<5320 -phaneros -> about <5616 -hosei -> the ninth <1766 -ennatos -> hour <5610 -hora -> of the day <2250 -hemera -> an angel <0032 -aggelos -> of God <2316 -theos -> coming <1525 -eiserchomai -> in to him , and saying <2036 
-epo - > unto him , Cornelius <2883 -Kornelios -> . evidently GAL 003 001 . O foolish <0453 -anoetos -> Galatians <1052 -Galates -> , who <5101 -tis -> hath bewitched <0940 - baskaino -> you , that ye should not obey <3982 -
peitho -> the truth <0225 -aletheia -> , before <2596 -kata -> whose <3739 - hos -> eyes <3788 -ophthalmos -> Jesus <2424 -Iesous -> Christ <5547 -Christos -> hath been {evidently} <4270 -prographo -> set <4270 -prographo -> 
forth <4270 -prographo -> , crucified <4717 - stauroo -> among <1722 -en -> you ? evident unto you if them an evident token * evident , 1212 , 1732 , 2612 , 4271 , * evident , 1212 delos , 1732 endeixis , 2612 katadelos , 4271 
prodelos , evident -1212 bewrayeth, certain, {evident}, manifest, evident -1732 declare, {evident}, proof, token, evident -2612 {evident}, evident -4271 beforehand, {evident}, manifest, open, evidently -4270 afore, before, {evidently},
forth, ordained, set, wrote, evidently -5320 {evidently}, openly, evident 1212 ** delos ** + bewray, certain, {evident}, manifest. evident 1732 ** endeixis ** declare, {evident} token, proof. evident 2612 ** katadelos ** far more 
{evident}. evident 4271 ** prodelos ** {evident}, manifest (open) beforehand. evidently 4270 ** prographo ** before ordain, {evidently} set forth, write (afore,aforetime). evidently 5320 ** phaneros ** {evidently}, openly. evident 
......... evident 2612 -katadelos-> evident ......... For it is evident 4271 -prodelos-> evident ......... is to them an evident 1732 -endeixis-> evident ......... it is evident 1212 -delos-> evidently ......... evidently 5320 -phaneros-> evidently 
......... hath been evidently 4270 -prographo-> evident 1212 # delos {day'-los}; of uncertain derivation; clear: -- + bewray, certain, {evident}, manifest.[ql evident 1732 # endeixis {en'-dike-sis}; from 1731; indication (abstractly): -- 
declare, {evident} token, proof.[ql evident 2612 # katadelos {kat-ad'-ay-los}; from 2596 intensive and 1212; manifest: -- far more {evident}.[ql evident 4271 # prodelos {prod'-ay-los}; from 4253 and 1212; plain before all men, i.e. 
obvious: -- {evident}, manifest (open) beforehand.[ql evidently 4270 # prographo {prog-raf'-o}; from 4253 and 1125; to write previously; figuratively, to announce, prescribe: -- before ordain, {evidently} set forth, write (afore, 
aforetime). [ql evidently 5320 # phaneros {fan-er-oce'}; adverb from 5318; plainly, i.e. clearly or publicly: -- {evidently}, openly.[ql evident 003 011 Gal /${evident /for , The just shall live by faith . evident 007 015 Heb /${evident /for
that after the similitude of Melchisedec there ariseth another priest , evident 007 014 Heb /${evident /that our Lord sprang out of Juda ; of which tribe Moses spake nothing concerning priesthood . evident 001 028 Php /${evident /token
of perdition , but to you of salvation , and that of God . evident 006 028 Job /^{evident /unto you if I lie . evidently 010 003 Act /${evidently /about the ninth hour of the day an angel of God coming in to him , and saying unto him , 
Cornelius . evidently 003 001 Gal /${evidently /set forth , crucified among you ? evident 5 - evidently 2 - evident Now therefore be content, look upon me; for [it is] {evident} unto you if I lie. evident But that no man is justified by the 
law in the sight of God, it is] {evident}: for, The just shall live by faith. evident And in nothing terrified by your adversaries: which is to them an {evident} token of perdition, but to you of salvation, and that of God. evident For it is] 
{evident} that our Lord sprang out of Juda; of which tribe Moses spake nothing concerning priesthood. evident And it is yet far more {evident}: for that after the similitude of Melchisedec there ariseth another priest, 



evident , GA , 3:11 evident , HEB , 7:14 , HEB , 7:15 evident , JOB , 6:28 evident , PHP , 1:28 evidently , AC , 
10:3 evidently , GA , 3:1



declare 1732 # endeixis {en'-dike-sis}; from 1731; indication (abstractly): -- {declare}, evident token, proof.[ql 
evident 2612 # katadelos {kat-ad'-ay-los}; from 2596 intensive and 1212; manifest: -- far more {evident}.[ql 
evident 1212 # delos {day'-los}; of uncertain derivation; clear: -- + bewray, certain, {evident}, manifest.[ql 
evident 1732 # endeixis {en'-dike-sis}; from 1731; indication (abstractly): -- declare, {evident} token, proof.[ql 
evident 4271 # prodelos {prod'-ay-los}; from 4253 and 1212; plain before all men, i.e. obvious: -- {evident}, 
manifest (open) beforehand.[ql proof 1732 # endeixis {en'-dike-sis}; from 1731; indication (abstractly): -- declare,
evident token, {proof}.[ql token 1732 # endeixis {en'-dike-sis}; from 1731; indication (abstractly): -- declare, 
evident {token}, proof.[ql



* evident , 1212 delos , 1732 endeixis , 2612 katadelos , 4271 prodelos ,



evident -1212 bewrayeth, certain, {evident}, manifest, evident -1732 declare, {evident}, proof, token, evident -
2612 {evident}, evident -4271 beforehand, {evident}, manifest, open, evidently -4270 afore, before, {evidently}, 
forth, ordained, set, wrote, evidently -5320 {evidently}, openly,





evident 1212 ** delos ** + bewray, certain, {evident}, manifest. evident 1732 ** endeixis ** declare, {evident} 
token, proof. evident 2612 ** katadelos ** far more {evident}. evident 4271 ** prodelos ** {evident}, manifest 
(open) beforehand. evidently 4270 ** prographo ** before ordain, {evidently} set forth, write (afore,aforetime). 
evidently 5320 ** phaneros ** {evidently}, openly.





evident ......... evident 2612 -katadelos-> evident ......... For it is evident 4271 -prodelos-> evident ......... is to them 
an evident 1732 -endeixis-> evident ......... it is evident 1212 -delos-> evidently ......... evidently 5320 -phaneros-> 
evidently ......... hath been evidently 4270 -prographo->



evident 1212 # delos {day'-los}; of uncertain derivation; clear: -- + bewray, certain, {evident}, manifest.[ql 
evident 1732 # endeixis {en'-dike-sis}; from 1731; indication (abstractly): -- declare, {evident} token, proof.[ql 
evident 2612 # katadelos {kat-ad'-ay-los}; from 2596 intensive and 1212; manifest: -- far more {evident}.[ql 
evident 4271 # prodelos {prod'-ay-los}; from 4253 and 1212; plain before all men, i.e. obvious: -- {evident}, 
manifest (open) beforehand.[ql evidently 4270 # prographo {prog-raf'-o}; from 4253 and 1125; to write 
previously; figuratively, to announce, prescribe: -- before ordain, {evidently} set forth, write (afore, aforetime). 
[ql evidently 5320 # phaneros {fan-er-oce'}; adverb from 5318; plainly, i.e. clearly or publicly: -- {evidently}, 
openly.[ql
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evident Interlinear Index Study evident JOB 006 028 Now <06258 + therefore be content <02974 +ya>al > , look 
<06437 +panah > upon me ; for [ it is ] {evident} unto you if <00518 +>im > I lie <03576 +kazab > . evident 
GAL 003 011 But that no <3762 -oudeis -> man <3762 - oudeis -> is justified <1344 -dikaioo -> by the law 
<3551 -nomos -> in the sight <3844 -para -> of God <2316 -theos -> , [ it is ] {evident} <1212 -delos -> : for , 
The just <1342 -dikaios -> shall live <2198 -zao -> by faith <4102 -pistis -> . evident PHP 001 028 And in 
nothing <3367 -medeis -> terrified <4426 -pturo -> by your <3588 -ho -> adversaries <0480 - antikeimai -> : 
which <3748 -hostis -> is to them an {evident} <1732 -endeixis -> token <1732 -endeixis -> of perdition <0684 - 
apoleia -> , but to you of salvation <4991 -soteria -> , and that of God <2316 -theos -> . evident HEB 007 014 For
[ it is ] {evident} <4271 -prodelos -> that our Lord <2962 -kurios -> sprang <0393 -anatello -> out of Juda <2455 
-Ioudas -> ; of which <3739 -hos -> tribe <5443 - phule -> Moses <3475 -Moseus -> spake <2980 -laleo -> 
nothing <3762 -oudeis -> concerning <4012 -peri -> priesthood <2420 - hierosune -> . evident HEB 007 015 And 
it is yet <2089 -eti -> far <4054 - perissoteron -> more <4055 -perissoteros -> {evident} <2612 - katadelos -> : for
that after <2596 -kata -> the similitude <3665 -homoiotes -> of Melchisedec <3198 -Melchisedek -> there ariseth 
<0450 -anistemi -> another <2087 -heteros -> priest <2409 -hiereus -> , evidently ACT 010 003 He saw <1492 -
eido -> in a vision <3705 - horama -> {evidently} <5320 -phaneros -> about <5616 -hosei -> the ninth <1766 -
ennatos -> hour <5610 -hora -> of the day <2250 -hemera -> an angel <0032 -aggelos -> of God <2316 -theos -> 
coming <1525 -eiserchomai -> in to him , and saying <2036 -epo - > unto him , Cornelius <2883 -Kornelios -> . 
evidently GAL 003 001 . O foolish <0453 -anoetos -> Galatians <1052 -Galates -> , who <5101 -tis -> hath 
bewitched <0940 - baskaino -> you , that ye should not obey <3982 -peitho -> the truth <0225 -aletheia -> , before
<2596 -kata -> whose <3739 - hos -> eyes <3788 -ophthalmos -> Jesus <2424 -Iesous -> Christ <5547 -Christos -
> hath been {evidently} <4270 -prographo -> set <4270 -prographo -> forth <4270 -prographo -> , crucified 
<4717 - stauroo -> among <1722 -en -> you ?



evident unto you if them an evident token 



evident Gal_03_11 /${evident /for , The just shall live by faith . evident Heb_07_15 /${evident /for that after the 
similitude of Melchisedec there ariseth another priest , evident Heb_07_14 /${evident /that our Lord sprang out of 
Juda ; of which tribe Moses spake nothing concerning priesthood . evident Php_01_28 /${evident /token of 
perdition , but to you of salvation , and that of God . evident Job_06_28 /^{evident /unto you if I lie . evidently 
Act_10_03 /${evidently /about the ninth hour of the day an angel of God coming in to him , and saying unto him ,
Cornelius . evidently Gal_03_01 /${evidently /set forth , crucified among you ?



evident 5 - evidently 2 -



* evident , 1212 , 1732 , 2612 , 4271 , 



evident Now therefore be content, look upon me; for [it is] {evident} unto you if I lie. evident But that no man is 
justified by the law in the sight of God, it is] {evident}: for, The just shall live by faith. evident And in nothing 
terrified by your adversaries: which is to them an {evident} token of perdition, but to you of salvation, and that of 
God. evident For it is] {evident} that our Lord sprang out of Juda; of which tribe Moses spake nothing concerning 
priesthood. evident And it is yet far more {evident}: for that after the similitude of Melchisedec there ariseth 
another priest,
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